The last decade has seen two methodological advances of particular direct import for the theory of nite monoids and indirect import for that of rational languages. The rst has been the use of categories (considered as \algebras over graphs") as a framework in which to study monoids and their homomorphisms, the second has been the use of implicit operations to study pseudovarieties of monoids. Still more recent work has emphasized the rôle of pro niteness in nite monoid theory. This paper fuses these three topics by means of a general study of pro nite categories, with applications to C-varieties (pseudovarieties of categories) in general, to those C-varieties arising from M-varieties (pseudovarieties of monoids) in particular, to implicit operations on categories and to recognizable languages over graphs.
are incorporated in his monograph 1] , to which all reference will be made herein. For each M-variety N and positive integer n, the monoid X N of implicit operations over N is used in the same way that free monoids are used for varieties: N is de ned by a set of pseudo-identities, that is, formal equations of members of X N, for various n.
Many old results may be conveniently interpreted by these means. Deep knowledge of the structure of certain monoids of implicit operations had led to new results on M-varieties, apparently unobtainable by other means.
Monoids of implicit operations are naturally endowed with a Boolean (compact (Hausdor ) zero-dimensional) topology. As such they are examples of pro nite monoids, that is inverse (projective) limits of nite monoids. The rôle of pro niteness, while recognized early by B. Banaschewski 2] , was generally obscured until brought into the limelight by the (independent) proof of J. Rhodes' \Type II Conjecture" by L. Ribes and P. Zalesski 17] , using well established techniques of pro nite group theory. (The translation of Rhodes' conjecture into these forms was made by J.-E. Pin and C. Reutenauer 15] ). Deeper investigation has indicated that the theory of pro nite monoids (and semigroups) may be the best context in which to study the general theory, if not the applications, of implicit operations.
The general study of pro nite categories, that is, inverse limits of systems ofnite categories, is the main theme, then, of this paper. By restricting to one-vertex categories we thereby include a study of pro nite monoids (and, by translating to \semigroupoids", a study of pro nite semigroups, similarly (x11)). Most of our general results are obtained under the aegis of the V-pro nite completion b C V of a nitevertex category C, where V is a C-variety, with specialization to the pseudofree category c X V over V, on the nite-vertex graph X, (X being the free category on X). Applications to M-varieties emphasize the further specialization to C-varieties of the form gN and`N, the smallest and largest C-varieties, respectively, associated with a given M-variety N.
The scheme of the paper is as follows. Section 0 contains a brief bibliography and topological background. Section 1 introduces graphs and categories, algebraically and topologically, Section 2 varieties of categories and of monoids, C-varieties and M-varieties. Section 3 introduces pro niteness in its basic context, that of sets, and in the basic context of this paper, that of graphs. In the rest of the introduction, V is any C-variety, C is the C-variety of all nite categories and N is any M-variety. While pro nite completions are the central context of this paper, the most important situation in practice is where C = X , the free category on the nite-vertex graph X. Then c X V is called the pseudofree category over V , on X. (The terminology \pseudofree" was suggested for monoids by M. Volkov). We prove that c X V is free in the category (in the general sense) of V-pro nite categories (that is, inverse limits of members of V), with continuous morphisms between them. Then the notions of \content", \support" and \bonded normal form" de ned in X 21] are shown to extend to the pseudofree category c X (= c X C ), and to \most" c X V .
In Section 7 it is shown that the nontrivial C-varieties are precisely the classes of nite categories that are de ned by bonded pseudo-identities. A pseudo-identity is an equation (X; u = v), where X is a nite graph and u and v are coterminal edges in c X ; it is \bonded" if X is the union of the supports of u and v and is also strongly connected. Section 8 explores the monoid connection in depth. For a one-vertex graph X; c X V \is" the pseudo-free (= free pro nite) monoid on the edge set of X, over the M-variety MV, comprising the monoids \in" V. This allows specialization of all our results to M-varieties. For instance, the main theorem of x7 specializes to the de nability of M-varieties by pseudo-identities 16], (using the isomorphism in x9). Almost all applications of C-variety results to M-varieties have been via gN and N, comprising respectively all nite categories that \divide" some monoid in N, and all whose local (\loop") monoids belong to N. Pseudo-identities for`N are easily derived from those of N. By means of faithful morphisms : c X ! b Y , where Y is the one-vertex graph whose edge set is that of the nite graph X, the pseudo-identities satis ed in gN are described in terms of those satis ed in N (Theorem 8. In Section 9 we de ne the category X V of implicit operations over V, on X, (in a way that corresponds to 1] for one-vertex categories) and prove there exists an isomorphism with c X V which, with respect to the \natural" topology on X V, is also a homeomorphism, at least when X is nite. Thus all our results may be interpreted in these terms.
Section 10 begins the study of languages in categories, in these terms. In the simplest situation (where V generates the variety of all categories), a set L of edges of X is recognized by a category in V if and only if L is closed, in the topology induced from c X V , and L is open in c X V . Once more, the one-vertex case is the monoid theorem of 1]. A connection between languages over graphs that are recognized by gN and languages (over sets) that are recognized by N is established for certain N.
Finally, in Section 11 we indicate how almost all our results can be translated from categories to semigroupoids (\categories without identity edges"), and from monoids to semigroups. 0 Preliminaries.
For general background on M-varieties see 14] ; for categories as used here see 21] and for categories in general see 12] ; for a survey of some applications of categories to semigroup theory, see 13] ; for implicit operations on semigroups and monoids see 1]; for topological semigroups see 3]; for pro nite groups see 4] . The topology that appears herein may be found in any standard book on the subject, e.g. 22]; (for an elementary introduction to uniformities see 7] ). Some remarks are, however, in order here. All spaces will be assumed Hausdor (automatically true for the \pro nite" topology); thus \compact" means \compact Hausdor ". All continuous mappings between such spaces are closed and, therefore, are quotient maps. Considerable use will be made of equivalence relations on topological spaces. Suppose is such a relation on the space X, and X= has the quotient topology. Since we shall only be interested in the situation where X= is Hausdor , will always be closed (as a subset of X X) in A space X is Boolean if it is compact and zero-dimensional (has a basis of clopen (= closed and open) sets). Equivalently, X is compact and totally disconnected.
Graphs and Categories.
A graph G is a pair (V; E) of sets, together with a pair of maps h; t : E ! V .
We write V = V G, the set of vertices of G, and E = EG, the set of edges of E. For each pair (x; y) of vertices of G; G(x; y) denotes the homset or edge set fu 2 E : ut = x; uh = yg. We often write u : x ! y instead of u 2 G(x; y). We may write G(x) for G(x; x), the loop graph at x. A subgraph of G is a pair G 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ) with V 0 V; E 0 E and E 0 h; E 0 t V 0 . Call G 0 full if G(x; y) E 0 whenever x; y 2 V 0 . Any subset of V induces a full subgraph in an obvious way. Denote the category (in the general sense) of all graphs and graph morphisms by G.
Following 21] a (graph) equivalence on the graph G = (V; E) is an equivalence relation on E that is contained in the coterminality relation = hh ?1 \ tt ?1 (whose classes are the homsets of G). Thus an equivalence on G is the disjoint union of equivalences on the homsets of G. Denote by the identity equivalence. The quotient graph G= has V (G= ) = V G and E(G= ) = (EG)= , with the induced h and t maps. The index of , ind , is jE(G= )j. The canonical morphism G ! G= , which is quotient, will also be denoted .
If : G ! H is a morphism denote by the induced equivalence = E ?1 E \ . We abbreviate G= to G= . Then there is a faithful morphism : G= ! H such that = ; if is itself quotient then is an isomorphism and the usual isomorphism theorems hold.
(A more natural de nition of equivalence on a graph G might appear to consist of a pair of equivalences, one on V G and one on EG, with the obvious compatibility requirements. Although such a de nition will appear in passing in x3, the present one will su ce in the rest of this paper).
Let fG i g i2I be a family of graphs, indexed by the set I. The A congruence on a category C is an equivalence on the underlying graph that is \compatible" with multiplication, that is, if u v and (a; u); (v; b) 2 D C then aub avb. It is easily veri ed that C= is a category and that : C ! C= is a (quotient) category morphism. If V is a particular class of categories we say is a V-congruence if C= Leaving the topological situation, we consider free categories. Let X be a graph. The free category X on X has as vertices those of X and as edges the paths of X, the identity edges being the empty paths at the individual vertices. Denote by i X (or just i, if the context is clear) the graph morphism i X : X ! X that is the identity on V X and maps each edge of X to the corresponding path of length one. The free category has the usual universal property: if C is a category and : X ! C is a graph morphism then there is a unique category morphism : X ! C such that i X = .
The content c(u) of a path u in X is the set of edges of X that appear in u. Denote by c the equivalence on X that identi es coterminal paths of the same content. Then c is a congruence, of nite index if X is nite. The support supp (u) of a path u is the subgraph of X with edge set c(u) and vertex set all endpoints of edges in c(u); clearly supp (u) is the smallest subgraph in which u is a path.
Following 21, x6], a category C is generated by the graph X if C is isomorphic to a quotient of X . Note that the \image" of X in C is a subcategory with the property that no proper subcategory of C contains X. Conversely An identity (X; u = v) of categories consists of a pair of coterminal paths u and v in some graph X. A category C satis es (X; u = v) if uf = vf for every f 2 G(X; C). Given a set = fX i ; u i = v i g i2I of identities and a variety V; V( ) consists of all members of V that satisfy every identity in . Then V( ) is a variety, de ned (within V) by these identities. In fact every variety is de ned by a set of identities (within the variety of all categories). Moreover, every nontrivial variety is de ned by bonded path identities. (An identity (X; u = v) is a path identity if X = supp (u) supp (v), and is bonded if X is strongly connected.) Although varieties of categories will arise in the sequel, the emphasis will be on C-varieties. A C-variety, or pseudovariety, of categories is a class of nite categories that is closed under nite products and division. We denote the C-variety of all nite categories by C. The C-variety of all trivial categories (those with at most one edge between any two vertices) is denoted I. Let = f(X n ; u n = v n )g be a sequence of identities. A nite category C eventually (or ultimately) satis es if there exists N 1 such that C satis es (X n ; u n = v n ) for all n N. Given and a C-variety V; V( ) consists of all members of V that eventually satisfy . Again, every C-variety has the form C( ) for such a sequence
. Examples of such descriptions may be found in 21, x14]; see also x7. In fact, once more may be assumed to consist of bonded path identities.
If V is a C-variety we denote by Var(V) the variety of categories which it generates. By abuse of notation, we abbreviate X Var (V) to X V .
On any category C, the V-congruences form a lattice, denoted Con V C, a lter in the lattice of all congruences on C. Abbreviate Con C C to Con C.
An M-variety, or pseudovariety of monoids, is a class of nite monoids that is closed under nite products, quotients and submonoids. Similarly to the above, M- 3 Pro nite Sets and Graphs.
Much of this section may be found in 5]. Let (I; ) be a directed set. An inverse system on I in a category C (in the \traditional" sense of the term now) consists of a family fC i g i2I of objects of C together with a family f ij : S i ! S j g i j of morphisms of C satisfying (i) ii = 1 C i and (ii) ij jk = ik whenever i j k in I. Denote such a system by fC i ; ij g. An inverse (or projective) limit of this system is an object C of C together with a family f i : C ! C i g i2I of morphisms of C such that i ij = j ; i j in I, satisfying the following property: if B is an object of C and f i : B ! C i g i2I is a family of morphisms in C such that i ij = j ; i j in I, then there exists a unique morphism : B ! C in C such that i = i ; i 2 I. When an inverse limit exists, it is unique, up to equivalence, and we denote it (lim ? C i ; i ) or, simply, lim ? C i . See 12] for hypotheses on C that ensure inverse limits exist. We shall not need such generalities.
In the case of the category of topological spaces, the inverse limit lim ? T i of an inverse system fT i ; ij g is the subspace ff 2 Finally, let fC i ; ij g be an inverse system in the category of topological categories.
Then lim ? C i exists as a topological graph and it is easily veri ed that lim ? C i is a subcategory of the product Q C i . Thus lim ? C i is again a topological category.
4 Pro nite Categories.
We rst summarize from the preceding section. Let fC i ; ij g be an inverse sys- A category C is pro nite if it is the inverse limit of an inverse system of nite categories (topologized discretely). Since its underlying graph is a pro nite graph, C is then a Boolean category. Its topology, the pro nite topology, is the weak topology for the family f i g i2I ; thus the inverse images of individual vertices and edges of the categories C i under i ; i 2 I, form a basis for the topology on V C and EC, respectively.
In view of the applications we have in mind, in the sequel all graphs will be assumed to have nitely many vertices: thus the term nite-vertex graph (or category). Thus the vertex spaces of all topological categories C will be discrete; by the remarks in x1, each homset is then clopen and the coterminality congruence is clopen. It follows, also, that D C is clopen. (Although some of our theorems remain true under weaker hypotheses, di culties arise that make the general theory considerably more complex).
We now describe pro nite categories in several useful ways. Call an inverse system fC i ; ij g of graphs quotient if each ij is quotient. In that case we shall identify all the vertex sets V C i with V (lim ? C i ), when convenient. The next theorem was proved jointly with S. Pustejovsky. OCon V C denote the lattice of open V-congruences on C). A base for the topology consists of the equivalence classes u] of EC; 2 OCon C, the projections being in this case the quotient morphisms : C ! C= , (so that = ). Proposition 4.3 then takes an especially simple form: the sequence fu n g is Cauchy if and only if for each 2 OCon C, eventually u n lies in a -class; and lim u n = u if and only if for each 2 OCon C, eventually u n u.
By analogy with the discussion toward the end of x1, we say a pro nite category C is pro nitely generated by a graph Y if C contains some quotient X of Y as a subgraph in such a way that no proper closed subcategory of C contains X. If C is vertex-nite then necessarily V C = V X. Call C nitely pro nitely generated if it contains a nite subgraph in such a way.
Pro nite Completions of Categories.
Let V be a C-variety of categories. A category is V-pro nite if it is an inverse limit of categories from V. C is V-pro nite.
(ii) As observed in x1, since C is compact, C= is a compact category. Now apply (i) to the continuous faithful morphism : C= ! D. c) The former isomorphism follows from the fact that ( ) = T Con V C, the latter from b).
It follows from the theorem that the image (C) V of C in b C V is dense. This can be seen more transparently from the following. We return now to the topic of convergence, introduced in x4. Since b C V is complete and (C) is a dense subset, b C V is its completion: every element of E b C V is the limit of some Cauchy lter (or net) in (C). In applications C will be nitely generated, that is, C = X = for some nite graph X and some congruence on X (see x1).
Since Con X is countable, Con C is countable whence, by Theorem 5. In fact a similar metric can be de ned on any nitely pro nitely generated category (as a consequence of results in x6).
6 Pseudo-free Categories.
Throughout this section V is a C-variety and X is a nite-vertex graph. The pseudofree category on X, over V, is the V-pro nite completion c X V of the free category X on X. Alternative names for this category, to be justi ed in the sequel, are the V-free pro nite category on X and the category of implicit operations on V over X (see x9). If V = C we write c X and call it the pseudofree category on X (or free pro nite category on X). As an aside, we dispose of the situation where V is nitely generated, that is, generated by some nite set of ( nite) categories. According to Theorem 5.10, if X is nite then c X V carries a natural metric. We shall say no more on this, save in x9.
In the remainder of this section we study c X itself, for a nite graph X. In view of the remarks following Proposition 6.1, we will identify X with its image (X ) in c X .
Since c is a congruence of nite index on X , we may associate with any u 2 E c A similar argument may be applied to Tilson's bonded normal form ( 21, x7] ).
An edge e is a transition edge of X if there is no path in X from eh to et. The bonded normal form of u 2 EX (with respect to X) is the unique factorization u = u 0 t 1 u 1 . . .t r u r ; r 0, where each t i is a transition edge of X and each u i belongs to a strongly connected (\bonded") component of X. By 21, Proposition 7.7] , the equivalence on X identifying coterminal paths having the same set of transition edges of X is `1 , the least locally trivial congruence on X , and has nite index.
Let u 2 E c X and let fu n g be a sequence in X with limit u. Eventually u = u n and thus eventually u n has bonded normal form u n = u n0 t 1 u n1 . . .t r u nr , say, (with the same transition edges t 1 ; . . . ; t r ). By compactness, each sequence fu ni g has a convergent subsequence, so we may assume fu n g is such that each u n has the speci ed form and lim u ni = u i , say, 0 i r. To prove uniqueness of u 0 ; . . . ; u r , put u = v and let be a nite-index congruence on X . Consider the congruence 0 on X that is generated by the restrictions of \ c to each of the local monoids of X . In the terminology of 9, x3], 0 is locally generated. Further, 0 has nite index. For, any w 2 EX can be factored as We now use the bonded normal form developed in x6 to improve Theorem 7.3. Tilson 21, x10] showed that every identity is equivalent to a nite number of \bonded path identities" (de ned below) and every nontrivial C-variety is therefore eventually de ned by sequences of such identities. We will use the details of his proof. As in x6, Conversely, suppose rst that there is a transition edge t in Y that is not in both supp (u) and supp (v); say t 2 supp (u). Since V 6 =`1, V contains a monoid M, regarded as a category with one vertex m, containing n 6 = 1 m . Map V X to m, map the edge t of X to n and map all other edges to 1 m . Then (since transition edges cannot be repeated), the map's extension to c X sends u to n and v to 1 m . But M satis es (X; u = v) and is therefore trivial, contradicting the assumption. Hence u and v contain the same transition edges, r = p and t i = s i ; 1 i r. Now let u n ! u; v n ! v, as in the de nition of the bonded normal forms, where we may assume that for all n 1; u n ; v n 2 X ; u n = u n0 t 1 It remains to show it is satis ed in V. It will be useful to isolate the following result. LEMMA 7.5 Let u; v 2 c X , where X is nite, and suppose fu n g; fv n g are sequences in X converging to u; v respectively. A nite category C satis es (X; u = v)
if and only if it eventually satis es f(X; u n = v n )g.
Proof: Let f 2 G(X; C), extending to f andf in the usual way. Since limu n = u in c X ; lim u nf = uf in C, where u nf = u n f ; but C is discrete so eventually fu n f g takes the value uf and similarly for fv n f g. Now C satis es the pseudo-identity (X; u = v) if and only if uf = vf, if and only if C eventually satis es the sequence f(X; u n = v n )g of identities.
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let C 2 V, so that C satis es (X; u = v) and thus eventually satis es f(X; u n = v n )g. By Tilson's proof 21, \Case 2", page 142], C eventually satis es f(Y i ; u ni = v ni )g for each i, and thus satis es (Y i ; u i = v i ) for each i, completing the proof. Not surprisingly, it is possible to write down a self-contained proof of the theorem simply by incorporating Tilson's methods at the appropriate points. An alternative proof, also dependent on Tilson's theorem, generalizes P. Higgins' proof 6] of the monoid case of Theorem 7.3 to categories, taking as the starting point the fact that every C-variety is eventually de ned by a sequence of bonded path identities.
We remark nally that everything in this section may be straightforwardly \rela-tivized", that is, stated within a given C-variety V, rather than within C itself, by applying the isomorphism theorems or by simply repeating the arguments.
Connections With M-Varieties.
In this section we exemplify the results of the preceding one by exploring the connections between pro nite categories and pro nite monoids. Recall from x2 the association of an M-variety MV with each C-variety V, and the association of C-varieties gN and`N with each M-variety N.
A monoid is pro nite if it is an inverse limit of nite monoids. Under the correspondence between monoids and loop (one-vertex) categories, and applying Theorem 4.1, pro nite monoids correspond to pro nite one-vertex categories. Thus our theory encompasses that of pro nite monoids. Similarly, the notions of N-pro nite completion, pseudofree monoid on a set X, over the M-variety N, etc., may be independently de ned, or just regarded as one-vertex specializations of the category de nitions. In particular, the pseudofree monoids over an M-variety N appear as a consequence of the following (by choosing V such that MV = N). PROPOSITION 8.1 Let V be a C-variety and let X be a nonempty set, regarded as a loop graph. Then the pseudofree category on X over V is (that is, corresponds to) the pseudofree monoid on the set X, over MV.
Pseudofree monoids have been studied intensively by J. Almeida 1] , in particular, in the guise of \monoids of implicit operations". The connection will be made explicit, as an instance of the categorical connection, in x9.
We now consider the relationship between pro nite categories and pro nite monoids more closely. Let X be a nite graph and let Y be the loop graph on the set E = EX. Conversely, suppose C is pro nite and pro nitely divides a monoid that is Npro nite | whence gN-pro nite. Then apply Proposition 5.2.
Before presenting some speci c examples of pseudo-identities for C-varieties gN, we treat those of the form`N. Recall that N is local if gN =`N. In that case pseudo-identities can be easily found. First, however, we provide an analogue of Corollary 8.6. PROPOSITION 8.7 Let N be an M-variety. A nite-vertex pro nite category C is`N-pro nite if and only if each of its local monoids is N-pro nite. Proof: Suppose C is`N-pro nite. Now since C is the inverse limit of some inverse quotient system of categories in`N, restriction to the local monoids yields each as an inverse limit of an inverse quotient system of monoids in N. An M-variety that has played an important role in semigroup theory is J, comprising those monoids on which Green's relation J is . This M-variety is eventually de ned by the sequence of identities f(xy) n x = (xy) n = y(xy) n g. 9 Implicit Operations on Categories.
J. Reiterman 16] introduced implicit operations for arbitrary universal algebras and showed that every pseudovariety of algebras is de ned by equations of implicit operations. Almeida has explored this concept in depth, for algebras in general and, in particular, for semigroups and monoids 1]. We introduce the category of implicit operations over a C-variety V, on a graph X, and show it is isomorphic to the pseudofree category over V on X.
Throughout this section X will be a nite-vertex graph and V a C-variety. Emulating 1], we denote the category of implicit operations over V, on X, by X V. Its underlying graph is de ned as follows: V X V = V X and for x; y 2 V X, an edge : x ! y is a family ( A ) A2V The projection associated with an edge a of X is the edge a = ( a A ) : at ! ah in X V de ned by f a A = af; A 2 V; f 2 G(X; A). It is clear that a graph morphism X ! X V may be de ned by mapping V X identically to V X V and mapping edges a to projections a . This morphism may be extended to a category morphism X ! X V. Its image is a subcategory, the category X V of explicit operations over V, on X. Thus the explicit operations take the form e , where e 2 EX and if A 2 V and f 2 G(X; A); f e A = ef , where f : X ! A is such that i X f = f. THEOREM 9.1 Let V be a C-variety and X a nite-vertex graph. Then X V = c X V . Under the isomorphism, the category X V of explicit operations corresponds to (X ) V and thus is isomorphic to the free category on X in the variety generated by 
Being a quotient morphism, f is left cancellable, whence (f ) = f (f ) = f and (f )(u ) B = u f f = f(u ) A , as required. Again it is easily veri ed that is a morphism.
To show and are mutually inverse, rst let u 2 EX V and let 2 Con V X . Assuming that each A 2 V 0 is discretely topologized, that each A G(X;A) has the product topology and that P is endowed with the product of those topologies, X V inherits a topology through the embedding in P. It may be veri ed that this topology, (that is, the topology on its edge set) is just the weak topology for the functions A : E X V ! EA, A = A ; A 2 V. The sets of the form ( ; A) = f 2 E X V : and A = A g; 2 E X V; A 2 V, are a base for this topology. 10 Recognizable Languages in Categories.
As mentioned in the introduction, Th erien, in particular, has argued that the appropriate place to study automata and languages is within the framework of graph and category theory. 19] calls a set L of edges in a free category X a language (over the graph X) and proves that L is \regular", in a sense generalizing that for free monoids, if and only if L is a union of classes of some nite-index congruence, which we naturally term \recognizable". The authors also prove analogues of Sch utzenberger's theorem on star-free languages and Eilenberg's variety theorem, yielding a one-one correspondence between C-varieties and \ -varieties" of languages over graphs (see 14] for the semigroup/monoid versions).
Almeida 1] described recognizability relative to an M-variety N in terms of the monoids n V of implicit operations over nite generating sets. We now describe recognizability in categories in terms of pseudofree categories. Since we may just as easily work within pro nite completions we do so.
So let V be a C-variety and C a nite-vertex category. We say a subset L of EC is V-recognizable if it is saturated by (that is, is a union of classes of) some Vcongruence on C. For example, each homset of C is V-recognizable for any V (since the coterminality congruence is an I-congruence and thus a V-congruence for any V). 
Conversely, suppose L is V-recognizable. Then The pre-eminent case is of course that when C = X , for X some nite-vertex graph. Recall that (X ) V is denoted X V (= X Var (V) ). Thus the following corollary describes V-recognizability within X V , and describes V-recognizability within X itself only when V generates the variety of all categories. Observe that a consequence of these results (c.f. 1]) is that the closures of the V-recognizable languages in X V form a base of clopen sets for the pro nite topology on c X V . 11 Semigroupoids.
By rights this paper should constitute a study of semigroupoids (\categories without identities"), whose relationship to semigroups is that of categories to monoids. We have not followed that path for three reasons: the rst is that categories are much more familiar to all readers; the second is that in many instances where semigroupoids might seem to be called for in applications to semigroup theory, suitable adjunction of identities allows categories to be used after all; the third is that almost all the results of this paper may be translated mutatis mutandi into results in semigroupoid theory | the identity edges play virtually no role.
In this section, therefore, we merely de ne the appropriate concepts and point out places where care must be taken with the translation or, in one or two instances, the translation cannot be made. For a brief introduction to the topic, see Appendix B of 21]. Following 21] a variety of semigroupoids is a class of such objects that is closed under division, products and coproducts (that is, \disjoint union"); pseudovarieties are de ned analogously. It was shown in 21] that every pseudovariety of semigroupoids is eventually de ned by connected identities. An identity in this context is an equation (X; u = v) where X is a nite graph and u and v are coterminal paths in the free semigroupoid X on X (that is, the free category without its empty paths); the identity is connected if X is connected. It was also shown there that one cannot always choose X = supp (u) supp (v).
A topological semigroupoid is a topological graph C = (V; E) that is at the same time a semigroupoid in such a way that m : D C ! E is continuous. In general, the connection between V and E is more tenuous than in categories. For instance, E may be nite yet V in nite. However, under the blanket assumption of this paper, that all graphs have nite vertex sets, V is always discrete and all homsets are clopen, the coterminality congruence is closed, and so on.
In fact no problems arise in translation other than those associated with the bonded normal form (x6). Thus, although there is a semigroupoid analogue of Theorem 7.3 there is none of Theorem 7.4 (see the remarks above).
